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Registre-se e receba um bônus de boas-vindas para começar a ganhar! 
It’s important to understand the two main bets types in Super Spin Roulette. Not least because
one type will get  the benefit of the multipliers and the other type will not.
The two bet types are:
Outside Bets – These are bets  placed on the outside of the betting grid. These tend to be the
Even Money bets, like Red/Black, Odd/Even, High/Low  and Column Bets and Dozen bets, which
pay 2:1. Inside Bets – these are individual numbers or combinations of numbers  and have normal
payouts of between 35:1 to 5:1. It is these bets that multipliers will be paid on, and  also the bets
that have their normal payouts reduced (which pays for the multipliers).
The outside bets play as they do  on a regular European Roulette table, so there is no harm in
playing those bets on the Super Spin table,  you’ll get the same return.
The implications of playing the Inside bets and the impact the multipliers have on the payouts 
does need some explanation.  
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Advanced Roulette is a European roulette variant developed by the well-known game provider,
NetEnt. NetEnt is one of the leading  software providers in the online casino industry and has
created numerous games through the years.
This roulette variant follows the rules  of European roulette, with a single “0” and 36 more pockets
on the wheel. NetEnt powered this roulette game with  realistic sound effects and graphics in order
to replicate the experience of a real land-based casino.
In Advanced Roulette, players have  the opportunity to place a variety of bets, including inside
bets like straight up, street, corner, and line bets, and  outside bets like even/odd, red/black, and
high/low.
Advanced Roulette has several features for players, like changing the table color and adjusting 
the sound and game speed.
Advanced Roulette Features
Every online casino game out there comes with certain features and characteristics. Especially
when  we talk about online roulette games, players want to see several great features to be
attracted by a roulette game.  With that in mind, NetEnt adds several features and characteristics,
such as:
Great graphics and sound effects: Advanced Roulette provides an  authentic casino experience
with some high-quality graphics.
Single zero wheel: The game follows European roulette rules, which feature a single “0”  pocket,
giving players better odds of winning. So, the RTP of Advanced Roulette is the same as a
standard version  of 97.3%.
Favorite bets: Players in Advanced Roulette can save their favorite bets and place them in future
spins with just  one click.
Quick spin: Advanced Roulette allows players to play the game in quick spin mode, which speeds
up the game  and provides players the ability to play more rounds in a shorter amount of time.
Multiple betting options: Like many other  European roulette variations, Advanced Roulette allows
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players to place a wide range of bets on the roulette table. That means  players can make bets on
the standard outside/inside bets. Moreover, players can wager on the Racetrack. You can
independently turn  on Special Bets like a Final Plein on the game setting button.
Game statistics: When a player enters the Advanced Roulette  will automatically see in the left
corner some detailed statistics on the game, like hot and cold numbers.
Mobile compatibility: NetEnt  knows that many online casino players prefer to make a casino
session from their mobile devices. With that in mind,  Advanced Roulette is fully-compatible with
any mobile device.
Overall, NetEnt has created Advanced Roulette to provide players with a more realistic  and
enjoyable gaming experience with several features and customization options.  
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